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Accurate, Reliable Water Level Dataloggers

Levelogger®
Providing worry-free, accurate water level data

The Levelogger Series of dataloggers are self-contained water level recorders. They combine a durable corrosion-resistant Helium pressure sensor, robust and reliable memory, and a lithium battery in a compact body that is easy to deploy.

Downloading water level data in the field is made convenient using the Solinst Levelogger App for your smart device, or the DataGrabber™ USB data transfer device.

Maintenance Free Vented Water Level Datalogger

• Water level monitoring with no barometric compensation required
• Hydrophobic filters & permanent desiccants
• User replaceable batteries in wellhead
• Same reliability & durability as our Levelogger®
• High accuracy of 0.05% FS

The NEW Solinst AquaVent is designed to be maintenance free, using hydrophobic filters and permanent factory installed desiccants, with convenient user replaceable wellhead batteries and custom designed durable welded cable. The AquaVent features highly accurate gaged pressure sensors, temperature sensor and datalogger.
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